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The geometry of the 4,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)-1,3,2-dithiazolyl radical, predicted by full geometry optimization,
is found to be in very good agreement with that determined experimentally by electron diffraction. Post-SCF
configuration-interaction (CI) computations must be performed to generate the weak transitions in the spectrum
which are responsible for its characteristic blue color. The energy barrier due to the rotation of the two CF3

groups along their C-C axes is estimated to be approximately 60 kcal/mol. Thus, they are not expected to
rotate freely at low temperatures and the six19F atoms should be magnetically inequivalent. This is verified
by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy of the isolated radical in an Ar matrix at 12 K and
is the first experimental evidence of magnetic inequivalency in a main group inorganic cyclic complex. The
inhomogeneous broadening due to the magnetic inequivalency of the19F is large enough to mask their hyperfine
splittings. The specific expressions that give rise to these magnetic inequivalencies in conjunction with theg
and hyperfine tensors, as a function of the molecular orbital (MO) coefficients, are derived and are required
to fully comprehend and accurately simulate the EPR spectra. The magnitudes and signs of the MO coefficients
are independently estimated by computing its electronic structure using the B1LYP hybrid density functional
method. The simulation of the experimental EPR spectra followed by the comparison of the experimental
and computed spin Hamiltonian tensor components reveal that the complex has a2B ground state. Its spin
Hamiltonian parameters are found to begxx ) 2.0020,gyy ) 2.0004,gzz ) 2.0124,Axx(14N) ) 29.097 G,
Ayy(14N) ) 2.717 G, andAzz(14N) ) 2.246 G. The high intensity at the low magnetic field end of the EPR
spectrum is due to an extra “off-principal axes” resonance occurring in thexz molecular plane.

I. Introduction

Matrix-isolation techniques and electron paramagnetic reso-
nance (EPR) spectroscopy have been used simultaneously to
determine the electronic spin distribution, ground-state sym-
metry, and bonding properties of paramagnetic molecules and
transients.1 Simulation of the EPR spectrum is usually required
to determine most of the spin Hamiltonian tensor components.1-6

If the isolated molecule is not linear then its spatially equivalent
atoms may not be magnetically equivalent.7 Consequently, the
expressions for the resonance positions used by the simulation
program should include the effects of magnetic inequivalency.

In an EPR experiment, spatially equivalent atoms in a
molecule are only magnetically equivalent if they are related
to one another by a center of inversion and resonate at the same
magnetic field value.7 Magnetic inequivalency is noticeable in
the spectra of rigid glasses, powders, or single crystals8,9 when
the principal axes of the nuclear hyperfine tensors are not aligned
with each other and those of the g tensor.1,10,11This misalign-
ment can only occur if the magnetically inequivalent atoms have
some degree of anisotropic character.12,13

Recently, the observed effects of magnetic inequivalency in
an EPR experiment10 were thoroughly accounted for, explained,

and understood.11 The total hyperfine tensor components of the
14N17O2 radical were computed by the ab initio multireference
single and double excitation configuration-interaction (MRSD-
CI) method. The resonance field positions of the two spatially
equivalent17O atoms, obtained from these tensors, were shown
to be different. The computed and experimental differences in
resonance field positions of the two17O atoms were compared
and found to be in excellent agreement.11

Due to the high order and alignment of14N17O2, trapped in
a single crystal of sodium nitrite, its EPR line widths were
narrow. Therefore, the extra hyperfine resonances due to the
inequivalency of its17O atoms were resolved and could be
identified.11 The next step was to show that magnetic inequiva-
lency could also be detected in randomly oriented paramagnetic
species such as those trapped in a matrix or a powder.13 The
(η6-C6H3F3)V molecule was chosen to demonstrate this effect
because of the large 2p(19F) character in its singly occupied
molecular orbital (SOMO). The19F hyperfine tensors were
predicted to be anisotropic and their principal axes were not
expected to be aligned with each other. Indeed it was found
that magnetic inequivalency of the three F centers must be taken
into account in order to properly simulate the experimental
spectra. This constitutes the first proof of magnetic inequiva-
lency in the EPR spectrum of a randomly oriented organome-
tallic complex.13

The marked changes in the19F hyperfine line shapes as the
anisotropy increases indicates that the concept of magnetic
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inequivalency must, in principle, be invoked for complete
understanding and simulation of the EPR spectra of polyatomic
molecules.13 The (η6-C6H3F3)V EPR spectrum also illustrates
that, in addition to the symmetry and positions of the constituent
atoms, the degree of inequivalency also depends on the
distribution and character of the net spin density in the vicinity
of the nuclei. While the three F atoms display magnetic
inequivalency due to the 2p(F) character of the SOMO, the
inequivalency of the three H atoms is not apparent because the
SOMO has very little 2p(C) or 2p(H) character.13

One of the main objectives of this article is to demonstrate
that magnetic inequivalency may also exist in the EPR spectra
of stable radicals whose functional groups are not free to rotate.
The 4,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)-1,3,2-dithiazolyl radical (1), here-
after referred to as (CF3)2C2S2N, is chosen for this purpose. In
this case the effect of magnetic inequivalency is so dramatic
that it obscures some of the hyperfine structure.

Due to their large size and close proximity to one another,
the six19F atoms are sterically hindered and are not expected
to rotate freely at very low temperatures. In addition, the fluorine
components of the SOMO are mainly 2p(19F) in character. This
results in six nonaligned19F hyperfine tensors that possess
significant anisotropic components which, in turn, should lead
to magnetic inequivalency. Thus, magnetic inequivalency must
be invoked to interpret the EPR spectrum of (CF3)2C2S2N that
is isolated in a rare gas matrix at cryogenic temperatures.

Section II describes the experimental and computational
details. In section III.A the (CF3)2C2S2N geometry is optimized
and compared with the experimental gas-phase molecular
structure determined by electron diffraction. These computations
also predict that the radical will display hindered rotation of its
two CF3 functional groups. Section III.B is an attempt to
properly interpret the radical’s UV-vis spectrum and, in
particular, the origin of its blue color. Configuration- interaction
(CI) computations of its ground and excited states are performed.
From these results, the electronic state-to-state transitions are
computed and the electronic absorption spectrum is generated.
The similarities and differences between the experimental and
computed spectra are then discussed. In section III.C the
computed values and theoretical expressions for the spin
Hamiltonian tensor components, needed for the interpretation
of the experimental EPR spectra, are derived. In section III.D
the results of the simulation of the experimental EPR spectra
are discussed. Finally, section IV is a summary of the conclu-
sions arrived at during this research.

II. Experimental and Computational Details

The matrix-isolation apparatus used has been described
previously.12-14 Its various components such as the cryogenic
expander head, vacuum shroud, and sample holder are sche-
matically illustrated in Figure 1. The oxygen-free-high-

conductivity copper (OFHC) flat rod, which acts as a cold
trapping surface, was cooled to 12 K by means of an Air
Products Displex system. A mixture of (CF3)2C2S2N and Ar
gas was directly condensed on the OFHC rod thus matrix-
isolating the radical. The base pressure of the system was≈5.0
× 10-7 Torr, and the deposition time, depending on the type of
experiment, ranged from 2 to 7 h.

The EPR spectra were recorded on a Varian E-4 spectrometer.
Its microwave bridge was modified to include a reference arm,15

and the microwave cavity was directly attached to the matrix-
isolation apparatus.12,13The radical, a gracious gift by Professor
J. Passmore, was stored in the absence of light at all times.

All calculations were performed on IBM RS/6000 worksta-
tions and personal computers using the HyperChem or Guas-
sian9816 suite of programs. The PM317 and B1LYP18 methods
were used to optimize the geometries, determine the electronic
structure, perform singly excited configuration-interaction com-
putations and determine the first and second derivatives of the
energy. The PM3 method is an improved and reparametrized
form of the AM1 technique which, in turn, is known to give
results that are closer to experiment than the CNDO and INDO
techniques.17d The geometries were optimized by performing
computations at the B1LYP SCF level. The optimization process
was terminated when the sum of the energy gradients was less
than 0.0005 kcal/Å mol. The uncertainties in the total energies
are approximately 1.0 kcal/mol, while those of the bond
distances are in the order of 0.01 Å. Bond angles are accurate
to within (2.5°.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the matrix-isolation apparatus (not
drawn to scale). (a) APD DE202 expander head, (b) first cooling stage,
(c) second cooling stage (8-12 K), (d) oxygen-free-high-conductivity
copper (OFHC) rod used as sample holder for EPR experiments, (e)
inner vacuum shroud supporting expander head, and (f) outer vacuum
shroud. The inner shroud moves vertically inside the outer shroud so
that the matrix-isolated sample is lowered in to the EPR cavity (g)
compartment used for depostions and UV-visible spectroscopy (h)
quartz tube used as a shroud for the OFHC rod, (i) gas inlet port, (j)
vacuum port, (k) thermocouple inlet, (l) expander head He inlet valve,
and (m) expander head outlet valve.
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The optimized geometries did not possess any imaginary
vibrational frequencies which are characteristic of transition
states or saddle points on the potential energy surface.

III. Results and Discussion

The (CF3)2C2S2N radical is part of a family of cyclic
compounds containing carbon, nitrogen and sulfur that are of
interest as stable radicals. These radicals have novel properties
and potential utility.19-24 For example, the iodine-doped hex-
agonal phase of 1,2,3,5-dithiadiazlyl radical is a charge-transfer
salt and acts as a molecular conductor.25 A comprehensive
review of the EPR properties of of some of these compounds
has been given by Preston and Sutcliffe.24

Sutcliffe was the first to prepare (CF3)2C2S2N by the reaction
of F3CCtCCF3 with tetrasulfur dinitride. It was identified, in
the liquid phase, by EPR and cited as a potential spin probe.26,27

Later, it was prepared by the reduction of its corresponding
cation.28 It is a thermally stable blue gas over a green
paramagnetic liquid. In the solid state it dimerizes and is
diamagnetic.28,29

A. Molecular Structure and Optimized Geometry. At-
tempts to determine the solid-state molecular structure of
(CF3)2C2S2N by X-ray diffraction gave mixed results (ref 28,
Chapter 4). The unit cell consists of two molecules which form
a dimer. The two rings of the dimer are parallel and the
intermolecular S-S distances are 3.1-3.2 Å.28 The individual
molecules exhibit rotational disorder, and the accurate analysis
of the fine features of the crystal structure, such as its bond
distances and angles, was unsuccessful.28

The gas-phase molecular structure was determined by electron
diffraction. No evidence for dimerization was observed.28,29

From the analysis of the radial distribution function, a prelimi-
nary structure was predicted where the radical has a planar
heterocyclic ring.28,29Possible deviations of the ring conforma-
tion from planarity were tested in a series of refinements. The
agreement between model and experiment improves marginally
for a slightly nonplanar ring structure with an out-of-plane angle,
between the S1NS2 and S1C1C2S2 planes, that is 1.5°. A similar
situation exists for the C6H4S2N radical.30 The final refined
molecular structure parameters are listed in Table 1.

The PM3 and UB1LYP optimized bond distances and angles
of (CF3)2C2S2N are given in Table 1. The largest differences∆

in the bond distance and angles between the UB1LYP, PM3
and the electron diffraction results are 0.059 Å and 4.3°,
respectively. Thus one may conclude that the UB1LYP and PM3
optimized geometries are in very good agreement with the
experimental electron diffraction geometry. This is a necessary
prerequisite for the computation of the electronic and magnetic
properties of this molecule. In addition, the comparable per-
formance of the PM3 and B1LYP methods allows us to use the
PM3 method for the 2401 electronic structure computations
necessary to construct the molecule’s potential energy surface
as its two CF3 groups are rotated (see later).

Both the electron diffraction data and the computed results
indicate that the heterocyclic ring is essentially planar. The minor
deviation from planarity, found in the electron diffraction results,
may be interpreted in terms of a planar equilibrium configuration
with a small out-of-plane vibrational amplitude. Indeed, the
computations show that the lowest frequency vibrational mode
(ν4 ≈ 164 cm-1), which involves a significant displacement of
the N atom, is an out-of-plane normal mode. The net displace-
ment vectors on the ring atoms due to this normal mode
vibration are shown in Figure 2.

There is no experimental information regarding the orientation
of the CF3 groups with respect to one another and to the plane
of the CSNSC ring. The optimized geometry shows that both
the F23-C21-C2-S2 and the F13-C11-C1-S1 dihedral angles
are 17.6°. The two closest fluorine atoms, each situated on a
different CF3 group, avoid each other and the ring plane. Thus
the CF3 groups, in principle, should not rotate freely along the
carbon-carbon bonds. To determine the energy barrier of the
uncorrelated independent rotation between the two CF3 groups,
a series of PM3 computations were carried out where one CF3

group was fixed while the other was rotated by 120° in
increments of 2.5°. This procedure was repeated again after
rotating the first CF3 group by 2.5°. The whole process was
continued for a total of 49× 49 computations in which both
CF3 groups were rotated the full range of 120°. The energy
surface resulting from this process is depicted in Figure 3a. It
shows two maxima where the height of the energy barrier is≈
58 kcal/mol. The highest energy occurs when two F atoms from
different CF3 groups are nearest to one another and lie in the
plane of the ring. On the other hand, the minimum energy occurs

TABLE 1: Electron Diffraction and Computed Structural
Parameters of (CF3)2C2S2N

electron
diffractiona PM3 |∆PM3|

UB1LYP/
6-31G(d) |∆B1LYP|

distance in
Ångstroms

C1dC2 1.324(14) 1.371 0.047 1.346 0.022
C1-S1 1.749(5) 1.741 0.008 1.763 0.014
N-S1 1.634(4) 1.693 0.059 1.685 0.051
C1-C11 1.481(6) 1.535 0.054 1.509 0.028
C11-F11 1.351 1.349
C11-F12 1.351 1.341
C11-F13 1.350 1.341
C11-Fb 1.330(3) 1.351 0.021 1.344 0.014

angles
S1-N-S2 117.3(9) 115.9 1.4 113.42 3.88
N-S1-C1

c 96.5(12) 96.6 0.1 98.66 2.16
S1-C1dC2

c 114.8(6) 115.5 0.7 114.63 0.17
C1dC2-C21 127.3(5) 123.0 4.3 126.95 0.15
tiltd 1.5(12) 0.0 1.5 0.0 1.5
F13-C11-C1-S1 17.6 17.4

a From ref 28. Error limits are 2σ values and include a possible scale
error of 0.1% for bond lengths.b Represents the average experimental
value.c Dependent parameterd Tilt angle betweenC3 axis of CF3 group
and the ring plane.

Figure 2. Orientation of the ring atoms in (CF3)2C2S2N. Also shown
are the ring displacement vectors for theν4 vibrational normal mode.
The two CF3 groups reduce the overall symmetry fromC2V to C2. The
computed frequencyν4 ) 164 cm-1.
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when the F atoms are farthest apart and simultaneously avoid
the electron density of the planar ring. This high energy barrier
inhibits a totally uncorrelated free rotation; however, it may be
reduced if a synchronized and correlated rotation of the two
CF3 groups occurs. The energy barrier resulting from these “gear
rotations” may be estimated by following the minimum energy
trajectory on the energy surface of Figure 3a. This trajectory,
as a function of the two rotation angles,θ andφ, is shown in
Figure 3b. In this figure the barrier now drops from≈58 kcal/
mol to ≈3.5 kcal/mol. The computed value of 3.5 kcal/mol for
the correlated gear rotation energy barrier is very similar to the
experimental hindered rotation barrier of ethane (2.7 kcal/mol)
and identical to those of propane (3.5 kcal/mol), and mono halo-
ethanes, CH2X-CH3, (3.7 kcal/mol). Consequently it is safe to
assume that the two CF3 groups may undergo geared rotation
at ambient temperatures. Since we have used the semiempirical
PM3 method (which is of moderate accuracy) to estimate these
energy barriers, one should be careful not to draw any further
conclusions. Instead, one has to rely on the matrix-isolated EPR
experiments to determine whether the CF3 groups will have
enough energy to rotate in the temperature range of 12-60 K
(see later).

B. Electronic Absorption Spectra.The electronic absorption
spectrum of (CF3)2C2S2N, recorded in the visible region using
a 0.045 mol/L hexane solution, consists of two very weak and
broad bands in the visible region centered around 560 and 738
nm.28 All other higher energy bands are in the ultraviolet region
of the spectrum and were determined using a 0.00354 mol/L
solution.28 The presence of only two absorption bands in the
visible region imparts a blue color to the radical.

There have been previous attempts to rationalize the existence
of the weak absorptions in the visible region in terms of energy
differences between one-electron orbitals. For simplicity, com-
putations using ab initio Hartree-Fock STO-3G type basis sets
and semiempirical CNDO/2 techniques on the 1,3,2-dithiazol-
2-yl (H2C2S2N) sister radical (2) were performed. This was
based on the assumption that replacing the two CF3 groups by
H atoms should not significantly alter the appearance of the
spectrum.28 All computations yielded a SOMO that is separated
from its nearest orbitals by at least 2.5 eV resulting in energy
gaps that are at least 20200 cm-1 (495 nm). These are too large
to adequately explain the red and yellow spectral absorption
bands responsible for the blue color. Thus, as expected, simple
energy differences between orbitals, obtained from the one-
electron molecular orbital energy diagrams, are not adequate
to explain the electronic absorption spectrum of these radicals.

The experimental UV-vis spectra may be properly accounted
for by performing post SCF CI computations. Semiempirical
PM3-CI calculations employing 67 Slater determinants were
used for (CF3)2C2S2N and 80 determinants for H2C2S2N.

From the CI computations thestate-to-stateenergy differences
were computed as well as the corresponding transition dipole
moments (TDM) and oscillator strengths. They are listed for
the three lowest transitions of the (CF3)2C2S2N and H2C2S2N
radicals in Table 2. Contrary to the previous simple calculations,
where the lowest possible transitions for (CF3)2C2S2N are less
than 495 nm, the CI computations show that the lowest three
electronic transitions range from 985 to 573 nm. It is therefore
obvious that correlation effects play an important role in these
type of radicals and are essential in the proper description of
their electronic absorption spectra.

The lowest energy transition for (CF3)2C2S2N and H2C2S2N
occurs at 984.6 and 955.0 nm respectively. These near-infrared
bands are weak since their largest TDM components are≈0.5
D. Their wavelengths are out of the range of our Bausch and
Lomb Spectronic 2000 spectrophotometer (200-850 nm) and
they will not be considered further.

The next two transitions for (CF3)2C2S2N occur at 573.3 and
720.5 nm which is in very good agreement with the experimental
bands that lie at 560 and 738 nm. Table 2 shows that the
oscillator strength, which is proportional to the electronic
absorption intensity, is 3 times as large for the 720.5 nm
transition as compared to the 573.3 nm transition. This is also
found to be true experimentally.28 In contrast, the corresponding
H2C2S2N transitions lie around 588.5 and 543.3 nm. It is obvious
in this case that the transition occurring around 588.5 nm has

Figure 3. (a) The relative energy of (CF3)2C2S2N, in kcal/mol, as a
function of the anglesθ and φ. They represent the dihedral angles
formed by the S1 C1 C11 F13 and S2 C2 C21 F23 atoms, respectively. (b)
The corresponding three-dimensional energy trajectory obtained by
plotting the minima of the energy surface. The trajectory illustrates
the gearing effect of the two CF3 groups which simultaneously avoid
one another and the electron density in the ring plane. Also shown, as
dotted lines, are the projections of the trajectory on the three relevant
angular and energy planes.
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too high an energy when compared to the corresponding one
(720.5 nm) for (CF3)2C2S2N. Consequently, the H2C2S2N
electronic absorption intensity, where the trifluoro methyl groups
in (CF3)2C2S2N are substituted by hydrogens to simplify the
computations, will not produce a transition in the yellow region
that is responsible for the (CF3)2C2S2N blue color.

The CI computations indicate that (CF3)2C2S2N has an
additional band in the visible region around 660 nm. However,
Table 2 indicates that its oscillator strength is zero and it is not
expected to appear in the experimental spectrum. All the other
transitions of higher energy occur in the UV region and thus
do not affect the color of (CF3)2C2S2N. In summary, one may
conclude that, at this level of CI computations, one can account
for the characteristic blue color of this compound reasonably
well.

C. Electron Paramagntic Resonance Spectroscopy.1.
Experimental EPR Spectra.The (CF3)2C2S2N in CFCl3 was
found to have an isotropic EPR spectrum where the unpaired
electron is split by the nitrogen atom into a triplet.27,28Each of
the triplet lines is further split into a septet, as is expected from
six spatially equivalent fluorine centers that are rapidly rotating
compared to the EPR time scale and their hyperfine splittings.26-28

The EPR spectral resolution was enhanced when the tem-
perature was lowered.31 This is expected, since at room
temperature the radical-radical encounters, leading to spin-
spin exchange broadening, are quite frequent and cause the line
widths to be broad. However, as the temperature drops, the
radical diffusion slows down and the spin-spin exchange rate
decreases. Although this decreases the line widths and the
spectrum becomes well resolved, the rotational tumbling also
slows down and the line widths become dependent on the
nuclear magnetic quantum numbers.32 Consequently the relative
intensities of the nitrogen hyperfine splittings no longer have a
1:1:1 intensity ratio. This is also true for the seven19F hyperfine
lines with an original intensity ratio of 1:6:15:20:15:6:1.33

There have been no reported spectra for (CF3)2C2S2N in the
solid state. These spectra may, in principle, be used to determine
the anisotropic components of theg, 14N hyperfine, and19F
hyperfine tensor components.

A CF3 radical that is isolated in a rare gas matrix will start
to rotate freely only a few degrees above 4.2 K.34 Radicals,
such as CF3CN2S2 which possess a freely rotating CF3 functional
group in the solid state, display a characteristic 1:3:3:1 fluorine
hyperfine splitting pattern resulting from its three spatially
equivalent19F nuclei.24,35However, in the case of (CF3)2C2S2N,
where the energy barrier for free rotation of the two CF3 groups

is predicted to be 58 kcal/mol, this might not be the case.
Evidence that the two CF3 groups are close and bulky enough
to restrict their rotation at low temperatures should come from
isolating the radical in a matrix at cryogenic temperatures.

The EPR spectra resulting from the co-deposition of Ar and
(CF3)2C2S2N at 12 K are given in Figure 4a. The spectra are
quite strong and display partially resolved14N hyperfine
splittings similar to other compounds of its class.24,27 It is
characterized by inhomogeneously broadened resonances with
large line widths. Unlike its spectra in the liquid state or that of
the CF3CN2S2 radical,24,35there is no evidence for any resolved
19F hyperfine splittings.

In a set of matrix-isolation experiments the Ar: (CF3)2C2S2N
ratio was varied from 1500:1 to 230:1. The low radical
concentration in the 1500:1 experiments ensure that any
broadening due to radical-radical dipole interactions is negli-
gible. The 230:1 experiments represent the other concentration
extreme but still ensure that a pair of radicals occupying large
vacancies are, on the average, not isolated as nearest neighbors
but, at least, as next-nearest neighbors. The EPR spectral line
shapes did not change as the (CF3)2C2S2N concentration in the
matrix was increased indicating that it does not dimerize when
isolated in the matix. In addition, annealing the matrix by raising
its temperature to 20 K for 10 min and then recooling to 12.5
K did not alter the general features of the spectra. Thus,

TABLE 2: Computed Electronic Transition Energies,a Wavelengths, Dipole Moment Components,band Oscillator Strengths of
the (CF3)2C2S2N and H2C2S2N Radicals

state µii
c transition Ev λ µif (x) µif (y) µif (z)

oscillator
strength

(CF3)2C2S2N
X2B 1.070
A2A 1.702 A2A r X2B 10 156.7 984.6 0.5508 -0.0090 0.0000 0.0014
A2B 6.146 A2B r X2B 13 878.9 720.5 0.0013 0.8896 0.0000 0.0052
B2A 3.995 B2A r X2B 15 138.4 660.6 0.0000 0.0000 0.0022 0.0000
B2B 3.820 B2B r X2B 17 443.3 573.3 0.4294 -0.0041 0.0000 0.0015

H2C2S2N
X2B1 3.073
A2A1 3.111 A2A1 r X2B1 10 471.2 955.0 0.5120 0.0000 0.0000 0.0013
A2B2 0.541 A2B2 r X2B1 16 992.4 588.5 0.0001 0.5408 0.0000 0.0015
A2A2 1.019 A2A2 r X2B1 17 470.3 572.4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
A2B1 1.185 A2B1 r X2B1 18 406.0 543.3 0.4818 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020

a The vertical excitation energiesEv are in cm-1, and the corresponding wavelengths are in nanometers.b The state dipole momentµii and the
components of the transition dipole momentsµif(x), µif(y), andµif(z) are in debye.c The listed ground state dipole moments, obtained by the PM3-
CI method, slightly differ from the corresponding ones, obtained using the UB1LYP method, in Table 5.

Figure 4. (a) The EPR spectrum of (CF3)2C2S2N, isolated in an Ar
matrix at 12 K. The Ar: (CF3)2C2S2N ratio is 230:1. Microwave power
incident on the sample: 300µW. Modulation amplitude: 0.05 G.
Microwave frequency: 9.2601 GHz. (b) Corresponding simulated
spectrum using the effective spin Hamiltonian parameters listed in
Tables 3 and 4.
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dimerization due to (CF3)2C2S2N diffusion in the matrix is also
unlikely. To acertain that the EPR spectra were not due to a
dimeric species we have searched for the half-field∆MS ) (2
transitions that are characteristic of a dimer. No such transitions
were detected even when the Ar:(CF3)2C2S2N ratio was 230:1.
This rules out any line width broadening due to dimerization
or aggregation of the radical.

The spectral line shapes were also found to be independent
of the orientation of the OFHC sample holder with respect to
the magnetic field. It indicates that the radical is not preferen-
tially oriented along a certain direction when isolated in the Ar
matrix. Consequently, the program used to simulate the radical’s
spectrum assumes that it is randomly oriented.

The spectrum in Figure 4a strongly suggests that there is no
free rotation of the radical’s two CF3 groups. If unrestricted
rotations occur, then the six fluorine centers should be averaged
and rendered equivalent. This should result in a seven-line19F
hyperfine structure superimposed on the14N resonances. When
rotations are not allowed, all six fluorines will be magnetically
inequivalent and will all resonate at different frequencies. These
resonances will cause a significant line broadening which may
prevent the resolution of the19F hyperfine splittings. To take
into account the effects of magnetic inequivalency, it is not
sufficient to simplyhomogeneouslybroaden the resonance line
shapes by increasing their line widths in the simulation program.
Since magnetic inequivalencyinhomogeneouslybroadens the
line shapes, the actual expressions for all the resonance field
positions must be properly modified in the simulation program.
This requires the rederivation of the molecular spin Hamiltonian
tensor components.

2. The g Tensor in Terms of the Molecular Orbital Coef-
ficients. If the (CF3)2C2S2N geometry predicted by both electron
diffraction and calculations is still maintained in the Ar matrix,
then it hasC2 symmetry and anorbitally nondegenerate2B
ground state. Its electronic configuration is 30a2 29b1 and theg
tensor components are given by8,12-13,36,37

Here,øm,σ(Γq) and øn,σ(Γq) represent the occupied and virtual
spin-orbitals, respectively. Theêk(rk) andLj(k) terms are the
spin-orbit coupling constant andjth orbital angular momentum
component of thekth atomic center. Thege term represents the
free electrong factor and has a value of 2.0023. The symmetry-
adapted-linear-combination (SALC) of atomic orbitalsψm(Γq),
generated using the molecular orientation in Figure 2, are listed
in Appendix A for the twoΓq irreducible representations of the
molecule. The symmetry-adapted spin-orbitals are then

The orbital angular momentum coupling of the X2B ground state
with other2B states will result ingzzanisotropy. However, only
those states lying in the range of 0 to approximately 50000 cm-1

above the ground state will make a significant contribution to
this anisotropy. Theê(rk) term in eq 1 rapidly decreases as
1/(rk)3. Consequently, it is justifiable to retain only the single
center contributions in the matrix elements of eq 1. Using eqs
1, 2, A1, and A2 from Appendix A, thegzz tensor component
is found to be

whereZ1 andZ2 are given by eqs B2 and B3 in Appendix B.
Figure 5 shows that the computed 29b HOMO is antibonding

with respect to the nitrogen and sulfur atoms which, in turn,
are also antibonding with respect to C1 and C2. On the other
hand, the C1 and C2 atoms are bonding with respect to one
another and have partial double bond character. The unpaired
spin density is localized mainly on the px(N), px(S1), and px(S2)
atomic orbitals of the ring. Consequently, the predominant
coefficients in eqs B2 and B3 for the X2B state arec1(29b) and
c4(29b). Furthermore, since the spin-orbit coupling constants
êC, êN, êF, and êS are 29.0, 76.0, 280.0, and 382.0 cm-1,
respectively,39 then the main contribution to the deviation of
gzz from the value ofge will be due to the unpaired spin density
on the S1 and S2 atoms. The lowest excited2B state is
experimentally found to lie 13500 cm-1 above the X2B. It is
due to the promotion of an electron from the 27b mo to the
29b mo which rendersgzz > ge. The promotion of the 29b
electron to the unoccupied 30b leads to an excited state that is
approximately 48000 cm-1 higher than the ground state.
Therefore its contribution to thegzz tensor anisotropy may be
neglected. By substituting all the mo coefficients and spin-
orbit coupling constants in eqs 3, B2, and B3, it is found that
gzz ) 2.0133. This is in excellent agreement with most of the
gzztensor components for this family of compounds.24 In general,
the surrounding matrix tends to alter theg values slightly1 and
so additional minor shifts ofgzz are expected.

Thegxx andgyy components have second-order contributions
due to the coupling with2A excited states. Thegxx component
is

whereX1 andX2 are eqs B5 and B6. The (CF3)2C2S2N molecule
is aπ-type radical and its HOMO contains very small amounts
of in-plane py and pz atomic orbitals. Consequently, thec2(29b)
) 0.0042, c5(29b) ) 0.0047, andc6(29b) ) -0.0037 are
approximately 2 orders of magnitudes less than the correspond-
ing out-of-planec1(29b) ) 0.5785 andc4(29b) ) 0.4825
coefficients. This causesX1 andX2 in eqs 4, B5, and B6 to be
very small, and thegxx tensor component is expected to be very
close to thege value.40 This is also found to be the case for
most planar C-S-N π-ring radicals.24 The present UB1LYP
computations predict agxx value of 2.0030.

Thegyy component is much more difficult to predict than the
gzz andgxx components. It is given by

whereY1 andY2 are also listed in Appendix B. The contributions
to thegyy anisotropy stem from the orbital coupling of pz type
atomic orbitals with the corresponding px orbitals in the HOMO.
There are at least four low lying2A states that can couple to
the X2B state in this fashion. Two of these involve the promotion
of an electron from filled orbitals to the HOMO, while two are
due to the excitation of the 29b electron to virtual unoccupied
molecular orbitals. Thus the finalgyy value is a result of delicate
cancelations of positive and negative contributions from these
excited states. Consequently,gyy is expected to be slightly less

gij ) geδij + 2∑
σ

∑
m,n,q′

∑
k,k′

〈øm,σ(Γq)|êk(rk)Li(k)|øn,σ(Γq′)〉〈øn,σ(Γq′)|Lj(k′)|øm,σ(Γq)〉

ε(m) - ε(n)
(1)

øm,σ(Γq) ) ψm(Γq)σ, σ ) R,â (2)

gzz) ge + 2∑
n*29

Z1Z2

ε(29b)- ε(nb)
(3)

gxx ) ge + 2 ∑
n*29b

X1X2

ε(29b)- ε(na)
(4)

gyy ) ge + 2 ∑
n*29b

Y1Y2

ε(29b)- ε(na)
(5)
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or greater thange. The difficulty in estimatinggyy arises from
the fact that although the coefficients of occupied molecular
orbitals are quite realistic, those of the virtual orbitals are usually
overestimated and lead to unrealistically diffuse orbitals. Thus,
for any estimation of excitation energies, theY1 and Y2

expressions in eqs 5, B8, and B9 will certainly be inaccurate if
a single determinant procedure, such as UHF or UB1LYP
methods, is used. A minimum requirement for such computa-
tions should be a multi-configuration self-consistent field
(MCSCF) method that will generate realistic excited states. It
may even be necessary to refine theg tensor computations by
a multireference configuration-interaction technique starting with
the MCSCF orbitals as the initial eigenfunctions.

The computedgxx andgzz tensor components along with the
experimentalgxx, gyy, andgzz, determined via spectral simulation,
are given in Table 3. If one assumes that the computedgyy )
1.9993 then the experimental〈g〉 ) (gxx + gyy + gzz)/3 value
exactly matches the computed one. The difference between this
gyy value and that determined from the experimental spectrum

is only 1.1× 10-3. Table 3 also shows that〈g〉 determined from
the matrix-isolation experiment is in excellent agreement with
giso observed in liquid CFCl3

27,28 with a difference of only 4.0
× 10-.4 Thus we can safely conclude that the g tensor
components determined from the UB1LYP computations, the
EPR spectra of the matrix-isolated compound and that obtained
in liquid CFCl3 are all consistent with one another.

3. The Hyperfine Tensors in Terms of the Molecular Orbital
Coefficients. a. The Isotropic Hyperfine Tensor Components.
The isotropic hyperfine coupling constants, determined from
the EPR spectra, are listed in Table 3. Due to the nodal plane
of the 29b HOMO, the ring N, S, and C isotropic hyperfine
coupling constants are proportional to the net spin density at
the nuclei and are exclusively due to core polarization. These
spin densities may be positive or negative and cannot be
computed using spin-restricted procedures. McConnell and
Chestnut have shown that this contribution, when using a
variationally antisymmetrized unrestricted wave function, takes
the form42

which is proportional to the net spin density at theith nucleus.

In Table 3 theaiso(14N), computed using the UB1LYP hybrid
density functional, is found to be in excellent agreement with
and within(0.2 G of the experimental EPR value.27,28 This is
another example of the ability of the UB1LYP method to predict
accurate Fermi contact terms.18,43 On the other hand, the UHF
method overestimatesaiso(14N) by more than twice the experi-
mental value or that computed by the UB1LYP method. This
asserts that UHF techniques, even after projecting out quartet
spin contaminants, are not suitable for estimating the Fermi
contact terms of doublet state radicals.44 Due to their low natural
abundance, theaiso(13C) andaiso(33S) hyperfine splittings were
not determined experimentally. However, the computedaiso-
(33S1) and aiso(33S2) are very similar to the experimental and
computed ones of the H2C2S2N sister radical.44

If the two CF3 groups do not rotate, then the six fluorine
atoms do not lie in the ring plane and the molecule possesses
three different pairs of spatially equivalent19F atoms. Theaiso-
(19F) of the pair that make a small dihedral angle with the ring
plane will be predominantly due to core polarization effects and
is expected to have a negative value. In contrast, theaiso(19F)
of the two other pairs that lie out of the ring plane have
additional major components due to the net spin density from
their s character of the 29b SOMO. Consequently, there will
be three differentaiso(19F) values for the three fluorine pairs.
These values, computed via the UB1LYP hybrid density
functional method, are listed in Table 3 and indeed show the
above trend. Their average value is 0.676 G which is in excellent
agreement with the experimental value of 0.690 G.28

Finally, the accuracy of the (CF3)2C2S2N isotropic hyperfine
tensor components presented here are similar to those of
H2C2S2N44 and other organic radicals that contain second row
atoms (C, N, O, F, etc.).43,45-49

b. The Anisotropic Hyperfine Tensor Components. For a
nucleus, B, the anisotropic hyperfine tensor component takes
the form:

Figure 5. The (CF3)2C2S2N, three-dimensional isosurface of the singly
occupied 29b mo. The isosurface contour cutoff is 0.04 e/au3. Light
colored surfaces are positive while the darker ones are negative. The
ring resides in theyz plane.

TABLE 3: Calculatedaand Experimental Principal g tensor
Components and Isotropic Hyperfine Coupling Constantsbfor
the (CF3)2C2S2N Moleculec,d

experimental UB1LYP UHF

gxx 2.0020 2.0030
gyy 2.0004 1.9993e

gzz 2.0124 2.0133
〈g〉 ) (gxx+ gyy+ gzz)/3 2.0049
giso 2.0052f

aiso(14N) 11.300f 11.280 28.249
aiso(33S1), aiso (33S2) 3.874g 5.232
aiso(13C1), aiso(13C2) -1.626 -2.385
aiso(13C11), aiso(13C21) -0.506 -0.566
aiso(19F11), aiso(19F22) 1.513 -1.547
aiso(19F12), aiso(19F21) 1.368 0.218
aiso(19F13), aiso(19F23) -0.852 -0.193
〈aisa(19F)〉 0.690f 0.676 -0.507

a Calculated using the EPR III basis sets for C, N, and F atoms. The
6-31G(df,p) basis set was used for sulfur.44 b Isotropic hyperfine
coupling constants in gauss (G).c The signs of the isotropic hyperfine
coupling constants were not experimentally determined.d Experimental
g values determined by simulation of the EPR spectra of the matrix-
isolated species.e Assumed value.f Experimental value from ref 28.
g Corresponding experimental value for the H2C2S2N sister radical44 is
4.23G which is less than 0.5G of the present computed value.

aiso(i) )
8π|â|µi

3hI (1S)〈∑
k

δ(rki)Skz〉 (6)
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where all the symbols have been defined previously.12,13If it is
assumed that the spin-orbit effects are small, the second-order
contributions from excited states may be neglected. In addition,
because of the 1/r3(B) dependence, the matrix elements in eq 7
may be limited to single-center integrals. Consequently,

Using the SALCs in Appendix A and eq 7, one obtains eq B10
in Appendix B.

But sincec2(29b) is much less thanc1(29b), it may be neglected
in eq B10. Therefore, to a first approximation, the14N hyperfine
tensor components are diagonal and the principal tensor axes
are collinear with the molecular symmetry axes. One also
predicts thatTyy(14N) andTzz(14N) are negative whileTxx(14N)
is positive. The14N anisotropic hyperfine tensor components,
computed using the UB1LYP method, are listed in Table 4.

Inspection shows that they are indeed diagonal. This is
expected because the N atom lies on the molecularC2 axis.
The calculated diagonal dipolar hyperfine tensor components
Tii(14N) in Table 4 are comparable in magnitude to aiso(14N) in
Table 3. Since the14N total hyperfine tensor is given by

then this leads to smallAyy(14N) and Azz(14N) values. On the
other hand, bothaiso(14N) andTxx(14N) add leading to a large
Axx(14N). TheAxx(14N) is about 1 order of magnitude larger than
Ayy(14N) andAzz(14N). This leads to a highly anisotropic EPR
spectrum which exhibits “off-axis resonances” as will be
demonstrated later.

The three computed diagonal components are not equal
because the molecule has (less than axial)C2 symmetry. In the
final analysis, the experimental and computed totalAij(14N)
hyperfine tensor components are in very good agreement.

Thus for a2B ground state the B1LYP computations predict
an EPR spectrum whose main features are three lines, separated
by approximatelyAzz(14N) ≈ 30 G.

The resonance field positions used to simulate the EPR
spectrum of a randomly oriented molecule with aligned diagonal
g, hyperfine, and quadrupole tensors have been derived previ-
ously.36,50 The contribution due the Zeeman interaction and a
single14N center with no quadrupolar interaction is

where the symbols have already been defined.12,13 The M and
mdenote the nitrogen electronic and nuclear magnetic quantum
numbers, respectively.

Although the molecule contains a pair of ring sulfur and
carbon atoms that are spatially equivalent, none can be totally
or magnetically equivalent because the molecule hasC2 sym-
metry.7 Pairs of spatially equivalent atoms have the same
isotropic hyperfine components, but their anisotropic hyperfine
tensor components and the directions of their principal axes are
not the same. This causes them to be magnetically inequivalent
and to resonate at different resonance field positions.7,44 If these
differences are greater than the natural line widths extra lines
in the EPR spectrum are expected.11 On the other hand, if they
are smaller than the line widths these extra lines may appear as
shoulders or inhomogeneously broadened resonances.12,13

TheT(33S1) andT(33S2) tensors, in terms of their molecular
orbital coefficients, are given by eqs B11 and B12 in Appendix
B. From eqs B11 and B12, it is clear that theTxz(33S1), Tzx-
(33S1), Tyz(33S1), andTzy(33S1) have opposite signs to those of
the Txz(33S2), Tzx(33S2), Tyz(33S2), and Tzy(33S2) and that their
principal axes are not collinear. Therefore, to fully explain and
reproduce the resonance positions, intensities and line shapes,
both the isotropic and nine anisotropic components of each
hyperfine tensor must be computed accurately. A treatment
identical to that of H2C2S2N44 may also be applied to (CF3)2C2S2N
to show in detail that the two33S1, 33S2 and two13C1 and13C2

atoms are not magnetically equivalent.
To determine the total resonance field positions of the

spectrum the terms due to the hyperfine splittings from the six
F atoms must also be included in eq 10. Tables 3 and 4 indicate
that the net spin density is mostly N and S in character and the
19F hyperfine splittings are small. Therefore, only the first term
in eq 7 will be used in determining the tensor anisotropies. These
anisotropies will cause the six F atoms to be magnetically
inequivalent as seen from their anisotropic hyperfine matrix
elements listed in Appendix B.

The matrixes in eqs B13-B18 are used in generating the
resonance field positions required for simulating the (CF3)2C2S2N
EPR spectrum. They also show that the principal tensor axes
of the six 19F atoms are not collinear. As dictated by spatial
symmetry, the axes of the F anisotropic hyperfine tensors must
transform in pairs into one another via 180° rotations about the
molecularz axis. It is important to note that the relative signs
of the computed19F hyperfine tensors in Table 4 and those in
eqs B13-B18 are the same implying that they are properly
derived. The changes in the resonance field positions due to
the six different19F centers are

The A′(Fi) parameters are related in pairs to one another
according to the equations

B ) 1
2gâ

[(hν - Km) + {(hν - Km)2 - [τ1
2 + τ2

2 + τ3
2][ I(I +

1) - m2] + 2m(2M - 1)τ1τ2 + 2m2[τ4
2 + τ5

2]}1/2] (10)

∆B(Fi) ) - ∑
mI ) -1/2

1/2

∑
i ) 1

6 mI(Fi)

gâ
x{Axz

12(Fi) + Ayz
12(Fi) + Azz

12(Fi)}

(11)

Tij(B) ) geâgNâN[〈ψn|Fij(B)

r3(B)
|ψn〉 + ∑

m*n
∑

k

{2〈ψn|êkLi(k)|ψn〉〈ψm|Lj(B)

r3(B)
|ψn〉

ε(n) - ε(m)
+

i

∑
γ,δ

εγδi
〈ψn|êkLγ(k)|ψm〉〈ψm|Fδj(B)

r3(B)
|ψn〉

ε(n) - ε(m)
}] (7)

〈ψn|Fij(B)

r3(B) |ψn〉 ) 〈 1

r3(B)〉 〈ψn|Fij(B)|ψn〉 (8)

T(14N) ) 1
5〈gâgNâN

rp
3(N) 〉

(4c1
2(29b)- 2c2

2(29b) 6c1(29b)c2(29b) 0

6c1(29b)c2(29b) [-2c1
2(29b)+ 4c2

2(29b)] 0

0 0 [-2c1
2(29b)+ 2c2

2(29b)]
)

(B10)

Aij(
14N) ) aiso(14N)δij + Tij(

14N) (9)
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and

where in eqs 12-17 Fi represents F11, F13, and F12 and the
corresponding Fj are F22, F23, and F21, respectively.

In these equationsθ and φ define the orientation of the
external magnetic field with respect to thegxx, gyy, and gzz

principal axes. Similar expressions have been derived previously

for the (C6H3F3)V half-sandwich complex.13 However, they were
relatively simpler because theg tensor was axially symmetric.
Equations 12-17 clearly indicate thatAij ′(F11) * Aij ′(F22), Aij ′-
(F13) * Aij ′(F23) andAij ′(F12) * Aij ′(F21), wherei, j ) x, y, z.
Consequently the corresponding shifts∆B(F1) in eq 11 are not
equal. This renders all six19F atoms magnetically inequivalent.
From eqs 12-17, it is easily seen that eq 11 reduces to

when the anisotropic dipole componentsTij of the six F atoms
are set to zero. Only under these conditions is the19F magnetic
equivalency restored.

D. Simulation and Interpretation of the EPR Spectra.The
EPR spectra in Figure 4a shows no signs of trapped CH3.
radicals or4S nitrogen atoms that are commonly observed in
matrix-isolation EPR experiments.12,13 This is because no
ionization source such as a hot filament from a furnace, pressure
gauge, or ablating laser light was employed.

The spectrum of (CF3)2C2S2N is similar to those of H2C2S2N
and benzodithiazolyls.24,26,27This class of spectra is characterized
by anAxx(N) component that is relatively larger than theAyy-
(N) andAzz(N) hyperfine tensor components.7 Such a situation
leads to three prominent14N hyperfine resonances. The final
effective spin Hamiltonian parameters obtained by simulation
of the experimental spectrum and computed by the UB1LYP
technique are listed in Tables 3 and 4.

The procedure used to estimate thegxx gyy, gzz, Axx(14N), Ayy-
(14N), andAzz(14N) tensor components by simulation was similar

TABLE 4: Calculateda,b Anisotropic and Total Hyperfine Tensor Components for the (CF3)2C2S2N Molecule

T(14N) x y z A(14N) x y z
x 20.866 0.000 0.000 x 32.146 0.000 0.000

(29.096) (0.000) (0.000)
y 0.000 -10.293 0.000 y 0.000 0.987 0.000

(0.000) (2.674) (0.000)
z 0.000 0.00 -10.572 z 0.000 0.000 0.708

(0.000) (0.000) (2.246)

T(33S1)/T(33S2) x y z A(33S1)/A(33S2) x y z
x 16.394 0.000 0.000 x 20.268 0.000 0.000
y 0.000 -8.903 (0.421 y 0.000 -5.029 (0.421
z 0.000 (0.421 -7.492 z 0.000 (0.421 -3.618

T(13C1)/T(13C2) x y z A(13C1)/A(13C2) x y z
x 0.723 -0.009 -0.012 x -0.903 -0.009 -0.012
y -0.009 -0.558 (0.118 y -0.009 -2.184 (0.118
z -0.012 (0.118 -0.169 z -0.012 (0.118 -1.795

T(13C11)/T(13C21) x y z A(13C11)/A(13C21) x y z
x -0.069 0.148 (0.004 x -0.575 0.148 (0.004
y 0.148 -0.080 -0.070 y 0.148 -0.586 -0.070
z (0.004 -0.070 0.150 z (0.004 -0.070 -0.356

T(19F11)/T(19F22) x y z A(19F11)/A(19F22) x y z
x 0.073 -0.659 -0.505 x 1.586 -0.659 -0.505
y -0.659 0.218 (0.606 y -0.659 1.731 (0.606
z -0.505 (0.606 -0.291 z -0.505 (0.606 1.222

T(19F12)/T(19F21) x y z A(19F12)/A(19F21) x y z
x -0.425 -0.106 -0.158 x 0.943 -0.106 -0.158
y -0.106 -0.354 (0.379 y -0.106 1.014 (0.379
z -0.158 (0.379 0.859 z -0.158 (0.379 2.227

T(19F13)/T(19F23) x y z A(19F12)/A(19F23) x y z
x -0.459 0.495 -0.052 x -1.311 0.495 -0.052
y 0.495 0.014 (0.285 y 0.495 -0.838 (0.285
z -0.052 (0.285 0.447 z -0.052 (0.285 -0.405

a Values in gauss. Due to roundoff errors, the accuracy is estimated to be(0.015 G.b Values in parentheses are obtained from simulation of the
experimental EPR spectrum.

Axz′(Fi) ) 1
g
({[aiso(Fi) + Txx(Fi)]gxxcosφ +

Txy(Fi)gyysinφ}sin θ + Txz(Fi)gzzcosθ) (12)

Ayz′(Fi) ) 1
g
({[Tyx(Fi)gxxcosφ + [aiso(Fi) +

Tyy(Fi)]gyysinφ}sin θ + Tyz(Fi)gzzcosθ)) (13)

Azz′(Fi) ) 1
g
({[Tzx(Fi)gxxcosφ + Tzy(Fi)gyysinφ}sin θ + [aiso

(Fi) + Tyy(Fi)]gzzcosθ)) (14)

Axz′(Fj) ) 1
g
({[aiso(Fi) + Txx(Fi)]gxxcosφ +

Txy(Fi)gyysinφ}sin θ + Txz(Fi)gzzcosθ) (15)

Ayz′(Fi) ) 1
g
({Tyx(Fi)gxxcosφ + [aiso(Fi) +

Tyy(Fi)]gyysinφ}sin θ + Tyz(Fi)gzzcosθ) (16)

Azz′(Fi) ) 1
g
(-{Txz(Fi)gxxcosφ + Tzy(Fi)gyysinφ}sin θ +

[aiso(Fi) + Tzz(Fi)]gzzcosθ) (17)

∆B(Fi) )

- ∑
mI ) -1/2

1/2

∑
i ) 1

6

mI(Fi)a
iso(Fi)

gâ
(18)
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to that used for (η6-C6H6)V and (η6-C6H6)2V.12 Although this
is relatively straightforward, the simulation of the extra splittings
due to the six19F centers is not trivial. Assuming that the
(CF3)2C2S2N spectrum is due to randomly oriented species, then
eqs 10-17 and B11-B18 dictate that the simulation involves
the adjustment of the isotropicaiso and anisotropicTxx, Txy, Txz,
Tyy, Tyz, andTzz for all six fluorine atoms. Without resorting to
the SALC orbitals in Appendix A, the tensor elements in eqs
B13- B18 and the results of the UB1LYP hybrid density
functional computations in Tables 3 and 4 this would be an
almost impossible task.

The inspection of Tables 3 and 4 reveals that the fluorine
hyperfine tensors have no predominant components and must
all be included in the simulation. Thus we cannot reduce the
number of variables in the simulation of the19F hyperfine
splittings. An initial set of simulations were performed by
varying only theg tensor components and the nitrogen hyperfine
tensor. Once the simulated and experimental resonance fields
were within(2.0 G and the relative intensities agreed reason-
ably well, the simulated spectrum was further accurately adjusted
by adding the effects of the six fluorine centers, in the form of
three pairs. Even upon the adoption of this procedure the
simulation is not trivial. For example, inspection of eqs 12-17
shows that the effect ofaiso(F) on the19F splitting patterns also
depends on the anglesθ and φ. It induces angular variations
that are comparable to those of the anisotropic dipole-dipole
componentsTij(F).

Figure 4 leaves no doubt that there is very good agreement
between the experimental and simulated spectra. Thus one may
conclude that the (CF3)2C2S2N is a π-type radical, hasC2

symmetry and a2B ground state.
In light of the good agreement between the experimental and

simulated spectra, the effects of the19F magnetic inequivalency
may now be systematically analyzed. The hypothetical spectrum
in Figure 6 is generated using theg and nitrogen hyperfine tensor
components obtained by simulation (Tables 3 and 4). The extra
splittings due to the six19F atoms are set to zero in order to
clarify the hyperfine interactions due to the nitrogen atom. The
spectrum shows three sets of lines situated atgxx, gyy, andgzz.
Each of these resonances is further split into three lines byAxx-
(14N), Ayy(14N), andAzz(14N), respectively.

An unusual feature in Figure 6 is an extra intense line around

3276 G due to an “off-principal axis” resonance.1 Examination
of earlier spectra of this class of compounds reveals that this
feature appears in all spectra but has never been addressed. It
occurs when the resonance field positions possess one or more
extrema that are not coincident with a principal axis.1 This is
illustrated in Figure 7 where the resonance field positions for
mI(14N) ) -1 are plotted as a function of the anglesθ andφ.

It clearly shows that the resonance field positionsB(θ,φ)
possess extra off-principal axis minimum around 3275 G (when
θ ≈ 40°-60° and φ ) 0°). The overall effect, even when
obscured by extra interactions (Figure 4a) is to render the
resonances at low magnetic field (3275 G) more intense than
the corresponding ones at high field (3335 G). Only by
suppressing the interfering effects of magnetic inequivalency
due to the fluorine atoms is this extra line fully resolved and
detected (Figure 6). The theoretical EPR spectrum in Figure 8
depicts the effect of adding the six fluorine atoms which are
assumed to be freely rotating with an average splitting of〈aiso

(19F)〉 ) 0.690 G. The resulting seven line splittings of each
resonance with intensity ratios of 1:6:15:20:15:6:1 broadens the
spectrum. However the fluorine splittings are still well resolved
and do not resemble the experimental spectrum in Figure 4a.

Figure 6. The (CF3)2C2S2N simulated EPR spectrum. The19F hyperfine
interactions are totally suppressed in order to clarify theg tensor
positions,14N hyperfine splittings, and the “off-principal axis” extra
resonance.

Figure 7. The plot of the low field14N hyperfine resonance field
positions as a function of the anglesθ andφ. The angleθ is the angle
formed between the magnetic field,B, and the principalgzz axis while
φ is the angle between the projection ofB on thexy plane and thegxx

principal axis. Arrow points to the resonance field position minimum.

Figure 8. The (CF3)2C2S2N simulated EPR spectrum when the19F
hyperfine interactions are assumed to be magnetically equivalent and
purely isotropic,aiso(19F) ) 0.690 G.
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The next stage is to assume that the two CF3 groups are not
free to rotate at these cryogenic temperatures. As a result there
will be three sets of three distinct pairs of fluorine atoms. They
will generate three lines each with an intensity ratio of 1:2:1.
Their 〈aiso (19F)〉 values are taken from Table 3 to be 1.513,
1.368, and-0.852 G. When no anisotropic fluorine hyperfine
components are included, the EPR spectrum in Figure 9 is
produced. Here it is seen that, compared to the spectrum in
Figure 8, the overall broadening has further increased but some
of the fluorine hyperfine interactions are still resolved. Only
after including the full effect of the magnetic inequivalency of
the six fluorine atoms and all the anisotropicTij(19F) components
from Table 4 is the spectrum in Figure 4b produced.

Thus, if an accurate simulation of an EPR spectrum is
required, the effects of magnetic inequivalency due to nuclei
with anisotropic hyperfine splittings must be fully taken into
account as they drastically change the appearance of the spectra.

The EPR spectrum of the compound was also measured at
different temperatures up to 60 K with no marked change in
line shapes. Above 65 K the Ar matrix started to soften and
evaporate as indicated by the rise in the internal pressure of the
matrix-isolation apparatus. At 80 K the matrix was lost and the
EPR spectrum disappeared. Thus one may also conclude that
the two CF3 groups do not freely rotate in the temperature range
of 12-60 K in an Ar matrix.

Table 5 lists the net charges and electric dipole moments of
(CF3)2C2S2N and H2C2S2N, computed using the UB1LYP

method. The (CF3)2C2S2N has a smaller negative charge on the
nitrogen and larger positive charges on the sulfur atoms. While
both (CF3)2C2S2N and H2C2S2N have approximately the same
charges on the ring carbon atoms, the six fluorine atoms from
the two CF3 groups are negatively charged and electron
withdrawing. This causes the (CF3)2C2S2N to have a signifi-
cantly smaller electric dipole moment compared to H2C2S2N.
The smaller dipole moment of (CF3)2C2S2N (0.705 D) is
probably the main reason it does not dimerize or aggregate in
the gas phase and in the Ar matrix.

Finally we would like to note that the photolysis of
(CF3)2C2S2N, when isolated in an Ar matrix at 12 K, does not
produce any new paramagnetic species or show any appreciable
loss of intensity. This is contrary to its reported behavior in the
gas phase or in solution where it readily decomposes.28 The
stability of (CF3)2C2S2N in the matrix may be due the cage effect
as a result of its total isolation in a tight Ar vacancy. Thus,
even if the molecule is photolytically excited to a dissociative
excited state, it is prevented from physically breaking up in a
reasonable time frame. It would thus revert back to its original
ground state via a nonradiative decay.

IV. Summary and Conclusions

In previous articles it has been shown that magnetic inequiva-
lency7 exists in small molecules aligned in single crystals11 and
in randomly oriented matrixes.13 This study demonstrates that
magnetic inequivalency also exists when randomly oriented
molecules possess functional groups that do not freely rotate.

There is very good agreement between the (CF3)2C2S2N
experimental geometry obtained by electron diffraction and those
determined via geometry optimization using the PM3 and
B1LYP hybrid density functional methods.

Configuration-interaction computations properly generate the
weak transitions in the electronic absorption spectrum that are
responsible for the characteristic blue color of (CF3)2C2S2N. The
calculation of the H2C2S2N electronic transitions does not
reproduce the (CF3)2C2S2N experimental UV-vis spectra, thus,
using the H2C2S2N as a substitute for the (CF3)2C2S2N radical
is not a good approximation.

The (CF3)2C2S2N radical does not dimerize or aggregate when
isolated in an Ar matrix even when the matrix temperature is
raised to 60 K for 10 min. This may be due to its small electric
dipole moment in comparison to that of H2C2S2N. Furthermore,
the monomeric (CF3)2C2S2N radical is randomly oriented in the
Ar matrix.

Simulating the experimental EPR spectrum is necessary
because two unusual effects occur. The first is the inhomoge-
neous broadening due to the magnetic inequivalency of the six
19F atoms. The second is the existence of extra “off-principal
axes” lines which greatly increase the intensity of the EPR
spectrum at the lower field end.

The correlation of the derived, computed and experimentally
determined spin Hamiltonian parameters proves that, in an Ar
matrix at cryogenic temperatures, the molecule has a2B ground
state andC2 symmetry. Its ring hasπ-type spin density that is
situated mainly on its SNS moiety.

Figure 9. The (CF3)2C2S2N EPR spectrum generated by assuming that
the19F hyperfine interactions are due to three magnetically inequivalent
pairs that are purely isotropic. The threeaiso(19F) values are 1.513, 1.368,
and-0.852 G.

TABLE 5: Net Charges and Dipole Moments of
(CF3)2C2S2N and H2C2S2N

net charge

atom (CF3)2C2S2N H2C2S2N

N -0.492 -0.517
S1,S2 0.472 0.394
C1,C2 -0.293 -0.291
C11,C21 0.395
F11,F22 -0.081
F12,F21 -0.099
F13,F23 -0.148
H1 0.156
dipole 0.705 3.335

a Electric dipole moment in debye.
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The large19F magnetic moment of the six fluorine atoms
causes their s and p character in the SOMO (albeit very small)
to induce large inequivalency effects in its solid-state EPR
spectrum. It is also the reason for the significantaiso(19F)
hyperfine splittings in liquid CFCl3.28

Because of the “cage effect”, the matrix-isolated (CF3)2C2S2N
radical is stable toward photolysis.
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Appendix A. Symmetry Adapted Linear Combinations of
Atomic Orbitals for the (CF 3)2C2S2N and H2C2S2N
Radicals

The symmetry adapted linear combinations of atomic orbitals
of (CF3)2C2S2N are needed for the derivation of the spin
Hamiltonian parameters. For the mth molecular orbital they are

and

Here, the molecular orbital coefficientsci may be positive or
negative.

The H2C2S2N radical hasC2V symmetry and its corresponding
SALC orbitals are

ψm(b) ) c1(mb)px(N) + c2(mb)py(N) +
c3(mb)

x2
{s(S1) -

s(S2)} +
c4(mb)

x2
{px(S1) + px(S2)} +

c5(mb)

x2
{py(S1) +

py(S2)} +
c6(mb)

x2
{pz(S1) - pz(S2)} +

c7(mb)

x2
{s(C1) -

s(C2)} +
c8(mb)

x2
{px(C1) + px(C2)} +

c9(mb)

x2
{py(C1) +

py(C2)} +
c10(mb)

x2
{pz(C1) - pz(C2)} +

c11(mb)

x2
{s(C11) -

s(C21)} +
c12(mb)

x2
{px(C11) + px(C21)} +

c13(mb)

x2
{py(C11) +

py(C21)} +
c14(mb)

x2
{pz(C11) - pz(C21)} +

c15(mb)

x2
{s(F11) -

s(F22)} +
c16(mb)

x2
{px(F11) + px(F22)} +

c17(mb)

x2
{py(F11) +

py(F22)} +
c18(mb)

x2
{pz(F11) - pz(F22)} +

c19(mb)

x2
{s(F12) -

s(F21) +
c20(mb)

x2
{px(F12) + px(F21)} +

c21(mb)

x2
{py(F12) +

py(F21)} +
c22(mb)

x2
{pz(F12) - pz(F21)} +

c23(mb)

x2
{s(F13) -

s(F23)} +
c24(mb)

x2
{px(F13) + px(F23)} +

c25(mb)

x2
{py(F13) +

py(F23)} +
c26(mb)

x2
{pz(F13) - pz(F23)} (A2)

ψm(a1) ) c1(ma1)s(N) + c2(ma1)pz(N) +
c3(ma1)

x2
{s(S1) +

s(S2)} +
c4(ma1)

x2
{pz(S1) + pz(S2)} +

c5(ma1)

x2
{py(S1) -

py(S2)} +
c6(ma1)

x2
{s(C1) + s(C2)} +

c7(ma1)

x2
{pz(C1) +

pz(C2)} +
c8(ma1)

x2
{py(C1) - py(C2)} +

c9(ma1)

x2
{s(H1) +

s(H2)} (A3)

ψm(a2) )
c1(ma2)

x2
{px(S1) - px(S2)} +

c2(ma2)

x2
{px(C1) -

px(C2)} (A4)

ψm(a) ) c1(ma)s(N) + c2(ma)pz(N) +
c3(ma)

x2
{s(S1) +

s(S2)} +
c4(ma)

x2
{px(S1) - px(S2)} +

c5(ma)

x2
{py(S1) -

py(S2)} +
c6(ma)

x2
{pz(S1) + pz(S2)} +

c7(ma)

x2
{s(C1) +

s(C2)} +
c8(ma)

x2
{px(C1) - px(C2)} +

c9(ma)

x2
{py(C1) -

py(C2)} +
c10(ma)

x2
{pz(C1) + pz(C2)} +

c11(ma)

x2
{s(C11) +

s(C21)} +
c12(ma)

x2
{px(C11) - px(C21)} +

c13(ma)

x2
{py(C11) -

py(C21)} +
c14(ma)

x2
{pz(C11) + pz(C21)} +

c15(ma)

x2
{s(F11) +

s(F22)} +
c16(ma)

x2
{px(F11) - px(F22)} +

c17(ma)

x2
{py(F11) -

py(F22)} +
c18(ma)

x2
{pz(F11) + pz(F22)} +

c19(ma)

x2
{s(F12) +

s(F21)} +
c20(ma)

x2
{px(F12) - px(F21)} +

c21(ma)

x2
{py(F12) -

py(F21)} +
c22(ma)

x2
{pz(F12) + pz(F21)} +

c23(ma)

x2
{s(F13) +

s(F23)} +
c24(ma)

x2
{px(F13) - px(F23)} +

c25(ma)

x2
{py(F13) -

py(F23)} +
c26(ma)

x2
{pz(F13) + pz(F23)} (A1)
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In going fromC2V symmetry toC2 symmetry, the A1 and A2

irreducible representations combine to form the A irreducible
representation. Similarly, the B1 and B2 irreducible representa-
tions combine to form the B representation.

Appendix B. Explicit g and Hyperfine Tensor
Components of the (CF3)2C2S2N Radical in Terms of its
Molecular Orbital Coefficients

The g tensor components may be derived as a function of
the molecular orbital coefficients by using eqs 1, 2, A1, and
A2. Accordingly, thegzz tensor component is

where

and

Similarly thegxx component is given by

where

and

Finally thegyy component takes the form

where

and

The hyperfine tensor components, in terms of the molecular
orbital coefficients, are obtained from eqs 7 and 8 and the SALC
orbitals of Appendix A. For the14N atom they are

ψm(b1) ) c1(mb1)px(N) +
c2(mb1)

x2
{px(S1) + px(S2)} +

c3(ma2)

x2
{px(C1) + px(C2)} (A5)

ψm(b2) ) c1(mb2)py(N) +
c2(mb2)

x2
{s(S1) - s(S2)} +

c3(mb2)

x2
{pz(S1) - pz(S2)} +

c4(mb2)

x2
{py(S1) + py(S2)} +

c5(mb2)

x2
{s(C1) - s(C2)} +

c6(mb2)

x2
{pz(C1) - pz(C2)} +

c7(mb2)

x2
{py(C1) + py(C2)} +

c8(mb2)

x2
{s(H1) - s(H2)} (A6)

gzz) ge + 2∑
n*29

Z1Z2

ε(29b)- ε(nb)
(B1)

Z1 ) -i{êN[c1(29b)c2(nb) - c2(29b)c1(nb)] +

êS[c4(29b)c5(nb) - c5(29b)c4(nb)]+ êC[c8(29b)c9(nb) -

c9(29b)c8(nb)] + c12(29b)c13(nb) - c13(29b)c12(nb)]+

êF[c16(29b)c17(nb) - c17(29b)c16(nb)] + c20(29b)c21(nb) -

c21(29b)c20(nb) + c24(29b)c25(nb) - c25(29b)c25(nb)]} (B2)

Z2 ) -i{c1(29b)c2(nb) - c2(29b)c1(nb) + c4(29b)c5(nb) -

c5(29b)c4(nb) + c8(29b)c9(nb) - c9(29b)c8(nb) +

c12(29b)c13(nb) - c13(29b)c12(nb) + c16(29b)c17(nb) -

c17(29b)c16(nb) + c20(29b)c21(nb) - c21(29b)c20(nb) +

c24(29b)c25(nb) - c25(29b)c25(nb)} (B3)

gxx ) ge + 2 ∑
n*29b

X1X2

ε(29b)- ε(na)
(B4)

X1 ) -i{êN[c2(29b)c2(na) + êS[c2(29b)c6(na) -

c6(29b)c5(na)] + êC[c9(29b)c10(na) - c10(29b)c9(na)] +

c13(29b)c14(na) - c14(29b)c13(na)] + êF[c17(29b)c18(na) -

c18(29b)c17(na)] + c21(29b)c22(na) - c22(29b)c21(na) +

c25(29b)c26(na) - c26(29b)c26(na)]} (B5)

X2 ) i{c2(29b)c2(na) + c5(29b)c6(na) - c6(29b)c5(na) +

c9(29b)c10(na) - c10(29b)c9(na) + c13(29b)c14(na) -

c14(29b)c13(na) + c17(29b)c18(na) - c18(29b)c17(na) +

c21(29b)c22(na) - c22(29b)c21(na) + c25(29b)c26(na) -

c26(29b)c25(na)} (B6)

gyy ) ge + 2 ∑
n*29b

Y1Y2

ε(29b)- ε(na)
(B7)

Y1 ) -i{êNc1(29b)c2(na) + êS[c4(29b)c6(na) -

c6(29b)c4(na)] + êC[c8(29b)c10(na) - c10(29b)c8(na)] +

c12(29b)c14(na) - c14(29b)c12(na)] + êF[c16(29b)c18(na) -

c18(29b)c16(na)] + c20(29b)c22(na) - c22(29b)c20(na) +

c24(29b)c26(na) - c26(29b)c24(na)]} (B8)

Y2 ) -i{c1(29b)c2(na) + c4(29b)c6(na) - c6(29b)c4(na) +

c8(29b)c10(na) - c10(29b)c8(na) + c12(29b)c14(na) -

c14(29b)c12(na) + c16(29b)c18(na) - c18(29b)c16(na) +

c20(29b)c22(na) - c22(29b)c20(na) + c24(29b)c26(na) -

c26(29b)c24(na)} (B9)
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and for the two33S centers they take the form

and

For the six magnetically inequivalent19F nuclei they are

and

T(14N) ) 1
5〈gâgNâN

rp
3(N) 〉(4c1

2(29b)- 2c2
2(29b) 6c1(29b)c2(29b) 0

6c1(29b)c2(29b) [-2c1
2(29b)+ 4c2

2(29b)] 0

0 0 [-2c1
2(29b)+ 4c2

2(29b)]
) (B10)

T(33S1) ) 1
5〈gâgNâN

rp
3(S) 〉(2c4

2(29b)- 2c5
2(29b)- c6

2(29b) 3c4(29b)c5(29b) 3c4(29b)c6(29b)

3c4(29b)c5(29b) [-c4
2(29b)+ 2c5

2(29b)- c6
2(29b)] 3c5(29b)c6(29b)

3c4(29b)c6(29b) 3c5(29b)c6(29b) [-c4
2(29b)- c5

2(29b)+ 2c6
2(29b)]

)
(B11)

T(33S2) ) 1
5〈gâgNâN

rp
3(S) 〉(2c4

2(29b)- c5
2(29b)- c6

2(29b) 3c4(29b)c5(29b) -3c4(29b)c6(29b)

3c4(29b)c5(29b) [-c4
2(29b)+ 2c5

2(29b)- c6
2(29b)] -3c5(29b)c6(29b)

-3c4(29b)c6(29b) -3c5(29b)c6(29b) [-c4
2(29b)- c5

2(29b)+ 2c6
2(29b)]

)
(B12)

T(19F11) ) 1
5〈gâgNâN

rp
3(F) 〉

(2c16
2 (29b)- 2c17

2 (29b)- c18
2 (29b) 3c16(29b)c17(29b) 3c16(29b)c18(29b)

3c16(29b)c17(29b) [-c16
2 (29b)+ 2c17

2 (29b)- c18
2 (29b)] 3c17(29b)c18(29b)

3c16(29b)c18(29b) 3c17(29b)c18(29b) [-c16
2 (29b)- c17

2 (29b)+ 2c18
2 (29b)]

) (B13)

T(19F22) ) 1
5〈gâgNâN

rp
3(F) 〉

(2c16
2 (29b)- c17

2 (29b)- c18
2 (29b) 3c16(29b)c17(29b) -3c16(29b)c18(29b)

3c16(29b)c17(29b) [-c16
2 (29b)+ 2c17

2 (29b)- c18
2 (29b)] -3c17(29b)c18(29b)

-3c16(29b)c18(29b) -3c17(29b)c18(29b) [-c16
2 (29b)+ c17

2 (29b)+ 2c18
2 (29b)]

) (B14)

T(19F13) ) 1
5〈gâgNâN

rp
3(F) 〉

(2c20
2 (29b)- c21

2 (29b)- c22
2 (29b) 3c20(29b)c21(29b) 3c20(29b)c22(29b)

3c20(29b)c21(29b) [-c20
2 (29b)+ 2c21

2 (29b)- c22
2 (29b)] 3c21(29b)c22(29b)

3c20(29b)c22(29b) 3c21(29b)c22(29b) [-c20
2 (29b)- c21

2 (29b)+ 2c22
2 (29b)]

) (B15)

T(19F23) ) 1
5〈gâgNâN

rp
3(F) 〉

(2c20
2 (29b)- c21

2 (29b)- c22
2 (29b) 3c20(29b)c21(29b) -3c20(29b)c22(29b)

3c20(29b)c21(29b) [-c20
2 (29b)+ 2c21

2 (29b)- c22
2 (29b)] -3c21(29b)c22(29b)

-3c20(29b)c22(29b) -3c21(29b)c22(29b) [-c20
2 (29b)- c21

2 (29b)+ 2c22
2 (29b)]

) (B16)

T(19F12) ) 1
5〈gâgNâN

rp
3(F) 〉

(2c24
2 (29b)- c25

2 (29b)- c26
2 (29b) 3c24(29b)c25(29b) 3c24(29b)c26(29b)

3c24(29b)c25(29b) [-c24
2 (29b)+ 2c25

2 (29b)- c26
2 (29b)] 3c25(29b)c26(29b)

3c24(29b)c26(29b) 3c25(29b)c26(29b) [-c24
2 (29b)- c25

2 (29b)+ 2c26
2 (29b)]

) (B17)

T(19F21) ) 1
5〈gâgNâN

rp
3(F) 〉

(2c24
2 (29b)- c25

2 (29b)- c26
2 (29b) 3c24(29b)c25(29b) -3c24(29b)c26(29b)

3c24(29b)c25(29b) [-c24
2 (29b)+ 2c25

2 (29b)- c26
2 (29b)] -3c25(29b)c26(29b)

-3c24(29b)c26(29b) -3c25(29b)c26(29b) [-c24
2 (29b)- c25

2 (29b)+ 2c26
2 (29b)]

) (B18)
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